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The Invisible Hand? Critical Information Infrastructures, Commercialisation and National Security

Lindy Newlove-Eriksson, Giampiero Giacomello and Johan Eriksson

ABSTRACT

Corporatisation of critical information infrastructure (CII) is rooted in the ‘privatisation wave’ of the 1980s-90s, when the ground was laid for outsourcing public utilities. Despite well-known risks relating to reliability, resilience, and accountability, commitment to efficiency imperatives have driven governments to outsource key public services and infrastructures. A recent illustrative case with enormous implications is the 2017 Swedish ICT scandal, where outsourcing of CII caused major security breaches. With the transfer of the Swedish Transport Agency’s ICT system to IBM and subcontractors, classified data and protected identities were made accessible to non-vetted foreign private employees – sensitive data could thus now be in anyone’s hands. This case clearly demonstrates accountability gaps that can arise in public-private governance of CII.

In order to produce, operate and distribute public services and goods to citizens, modern, post-industrial societies rely on complicated logistics systems and intricate asset network architectures. Critical infrastructures can be likened to the arteries and veins of human beings, without which it would be quite impossible for them to function. Essentially, this is why infrastructures such as those for energy, transport, communications and financial services are defined as critical. As large and complex systems, catastrophic effects could follow if they were to break down.

Due to rapid technological development and increasing dependence on information and communications technology (ICT), most of these infrastructures are now operated, managed and/or controlled via interconnected computer networks and information flows, so that they have essentially become critical information infrastructures (CII). Elaborating on the body metaphor, this can be seen as the equivalent of adding nerves to the arteries and veins. In the past, destroying or even disrupting physical infrastructures required
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substantial resources and energy, as demonstrated, for example, by the Allies’ bombing campaign against Germany in World War Two. Currently, essentially all infrastructures are ‘cyber-physical’, that is, ICT-controlled: if some computer nodes were put out of service via cyber attacks or other causes, cascading effects could negatively impact various integral areas of contemporary societies, from healthcare to power and transport. It is therefore hardly surprising that the protection of CII is a paramount element of cyber security.

Governments were formerly the sole or principal owners and operators of such critical infrastructures. This organisational praxis went chiefly unchallenged, until economists, policymakers, entrepreneurs and the public – inspired by the neoliberal turn – began to contemplate and address ‘how much’ governments should ‘own’ of the economy. Thus other stakeholders entered and progressively came to dominate infrastructural property and operation. The ‘go-private’ option has prevailed in recent decades and corporate practices have increasingly been applied to CII management. At the same time, however, the private sector has proven to be rather reluctant to tackle the ‘security’ dimension and vulnerabilities of CII, with at times dire consequences, as demonstrated by the topical Swedish case study presented here.

Against this background, the article addresses how the commercialisation of CII, that is, the business practices including commodification and outsourcing of public services and the implementation of market principles within public administrations can impact on politics and national security. Following this introduction, we discuss the general development of CII and the global ‘privatisation wave’ that began in the late 1970s in post-industrial economies. Subsequently, we conduct a case study of the 2017 Swedish ICT scandal as a key empirical illustration of the more general trends and problems of public-private partnership in CII. In this case, it was revealed that the Swedish Transport Agency had outsourced its entire ICT system to IBM and subcontractors of the computer conglomerate in Eastern Europe, giving unvetted foreign and private employees full access to massive amounts of secret and highly sensitive data on, among other things, core Swedish CIIs. The result was one of the worst political crises this Scandinavian country has ever experienced.

While there is still much discussion about how vulnerable CIIs actually are, there is consensus that major disruption of CII would generally have numerous grim consequences for society and government. In addition, given cross-sectoral interconnectedness through joint ICT systems, breakdown of safety and security of one or more CIIs would likely have ‘ripple effects’ on other critical national infrastructures, thus creating the possibility of cascading disasters. Furthermore, although CIIs are mostly developed and built at the national level, they are interconnected with other countries’ infrastructures and thus a breakdown in one place is likely to impact negatively on neighbouring countries and regions as well. A major European example, elicited by linked socio-technical and economic
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3Kaplan, *Dark territory*, 102-5; van Eeten and Bauer, “Emerging threats to internet security”.
5Andersson and Malm, “Public–private partnerships and challenge”.
7Pescaroli and Alexander, “Critical infrastructures, panarchies”.
8Note that the distinction between ‘critical infrastructures’ and ‘critical information infrastructures’ is that in the latter the emphasis is on computers and networks that permit remote control and management of physical infrastructures (cf. Dunn Cavelty and Suter, “The Art of CIIP Strategy”).
factors was the 2006 blackout which caused electricity outages for approximately 15 million
households as well as trains and other critical infrastructures in northern Germany, Belgium,
France, Spain and Italy.\textsuperscript{10}

Moreover, the vulnerability and security implications of interconnected CII are further
aggravated by fragmentation of governance through commercialisation. Privatisation and
outsourcing are highly influential in contemporary CII governance in many countries.
However, while the intention is ostensibly to increase efficiency and keep public expenditures
down, the effects of these forms of fragmented governance can be devastating in terms of
security and public accountability.\textsuperscript{11} These effects are clearly illustrated by the Swedish case
study examined herein.

**Interconnected critical information infrastructures**

What is considered CII is fairly similar across the world, despite some terminological
differences between, for example, the US, the EU, and other economically advanced
countries such as Japan, Australia, Canada and South Korea.\textsuperscript{12} The US National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines critical infrastructures as those

- systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the U.S. that the incapacity or
destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national
economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters.\textsuperscript{13}

Likewise, the European Commission (EC) describes critical infrastructures as

- physical and information technology facilities, networks, services and assets that, if disrupted
or destroyed, would have a serious impact on the health, safety, security or economic well-being
of citizens or the effective functioning of governments in EU States.\textsuperscript{14}

Control mechanisms of various types connect infrastructures at multiple points, particularly
through joint ICT systems for information-sharing and communication. Moreover, because
of the transnational integration of critical infrastructure within the EU, each government
must also consider how their national systems are affected by cross-border incidents, and
how their own systems impact on that of other member states.

Any government would likely acknowledge that critical infrastructures crisscross many
sectors, including banking and finance, transport and distribution, energy, utilities, health,
water, food supply and communications, as well as key government services. But there is
clearly a ‘hierarchy’ of infrastructures, in the sense that the malfunctioning of integral
‘key’ services tends to ‘cascade’ down on other CII. Unsurprisingly, electric power and
telecom are “the most critical infrastructures, on which virtually all the others depend”.\textsuperscript{15}
In particular, power generation and distribution is effectively one of the most essential
infrastructures, the failure of which impacts on all other CII, as amply demonstrated.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{10}Plietzch \textit{et al}., “Local vs global redundancy”.
\textsuperscript{11}Grimsey and Lewis, “Evaluating risks of public private partnership”.
\textsuperscript{12}Ablee-Wigert and Dunn, \textit{International CIIP Handbook 2006}.
\textsuperscript{13}Kissel, \textit{Glossary of Key Information Security Terms}.
\textsuperscript{14}Fritzon \textit{et al.}, “Protecting Europe’s critical infrastructures”.
\textsuperscript{15}Lukasik \textit{et al.}, \textit{Protecting Critical Infrastructures Against Cyber-attack}, 7; cf. Hellström, “Critical infrastructure and systemic
vulnerability”.
\textsuperscript{16}See Antonsen \textit{et al.}, “Reliability consequences of liberalization”, as well as empirical research: Plietzch \textit{et al.}, “Local vs global
The security of CII is typically framed in terms of reliability and resilience (e.g. via redundancy/duplication). Security of infrastructure however, is often considered in terms of an archetypical economic externality. As with pollution, externalities produce collective/societal problems without motivating sufficient private action, and it is unclear who should bear their costs. If the cost of failure is not borne directly by the owners/operators of infrastructure, incentives to improve conditions are few. Presently, if a utility operating in conjunction with CII were to suffer failure, its management could argue exceptionality, i.e. their expected obligations of service were exceeded. It could even be contended that the fault was the result of a hostile act by a foreign power, thus the immediate default responsibility would be shifted to the government, which has the responsibility to defend against foreign nationals, not the private sector. Similarly, cybercrime – that is, when a computer is the object of the crime or is used as a tool to commit an offence – typically falls under the domain of law enforcement and is the responsibility of state actors.

The invisible hand?

Since the 1970s, privatisation has been recognised as one of the most influential economic policy reforms. Continuing in the 1980s and early 1990s, proponents regarded cutting costs of formerly public assets as imperative and cultivated an organisational culture that often viewed replication as wasteful. Hence, private companies providing (formerly public) utility services might consider redundancy/replication of control systems as uneconomical, and not divert revenues from stakeholders to increasing infrastructure resilience, especially to counter remote or unlikely events.

Critiques of state-led development strategies from the mid-1970s onwards began to question national economic control and seek heightened efficiency. Scholars, economists, entrepreneurs and policymakers were keen on finding alternatives that might solve the problems of the perceived failure of state ownership strategies. Answers were often found in ‘privatisation’, the ceding of state functions and/or assets, in full or in part, to private actors. There have been many organisational variants of privatisation, but management through market mechanisms and commoditisation of services is a common denominator. It entails, as put by Christopher Sheil, the ultimate ‘corporatisation’ of the public sector. Until Margaret Thatcher’s conservative government came to power in Great Britain in 1979 and Ronald Reagan became US President in 1981, the conventional wisdom was that “the government should at least own the telecommunications and postal services, electric and gas utilities, and most forms of non-road transportation (especially airlines and
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17Kaplan, Dark territory, 102; Almklov and Antonsen, Ibid.; Abele-Wigert, “Challenges governments face”; Ryu et al., “Reducing security vulnerabilities”.
20Henry, “The wave of privatization”.
21Donahue, The privatization decision; Fitzgerald, When government goes private; Vickers and Wright, “The politics of industrial privatization”.
23Sheil, Water’s fall.
railroads). In the mid-1980s and early 1990s, however, the path to better – that is more efficient – industry governance was thought to be a one-way street via commercialisation, particularly privatisation.

Despite widespread criticism, many governments continue to endorse neoliberal economic policies in this field. Indeed, each country has moulded its privatisation process on its own entrepreneurial and business culture. In post-communist countries previously dominated by rentier economies, for example, privatisation was presented to governments as a tool for improving efficiency and the quality of public administration.

The strong belief in the ‘invisible hand’ of the market and its efficiency with respect to lowering costs and allocating resources gave birth to ‘supply-side economics’ which stress that the most significant and efficient way of allocating resources is via decentralised, individual, competitive private decision-making, and not via centralised, collective public sector decision-making. The Thatcher and Reagan governments, both strong supporters of the neoliberal ideology, contributed to exporting it to developing countries, Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, the OECD and other communities.

It has been shown that cost-effectiveness may improve when competition is real, requiring market shares to be split among many different actors; however, where monopolies or oligopolising tendencies predominate, cost-effectiveness tends to be stifled and the positive effects of markets and competition lost. Furthermore, the logic of cutting costs to increase profit in newly privatised infrastructures poses problems with respect to CII, as resilience of network utilities is often achieved by duplicating (or ideally triplicating) controls, monitoring and safety mechanisms. Redundancy is acknowledged as being critical to safety in complex systems; when initial control devices fail, there ought be a second and perhaps even third system in place. For example in the aviation industry, where aircraft typically have two backup control systems (in addition to the main one), redundancy is recognised as vital for safety and security. The private sector however, often lacks the intention – and incentives – to invest in redundancy.

In an age of mounting risk and re-insurance, governments that may even have benefited from the privatisation of public utilities – at least in the short term – are reluctant to shoulder costs singlehandedly. In any case, in the event of CII failure and cascading disasters, it will chiefly be governments that will have to ‘foot the bill’ after their citizens suffer the consequences of poor preparedness and mitigation. This is an example of what Jenny Palm calls “responsibility gaps”, which arise between public and private actors when responsibility for long-term planning and emergency management is shirked.
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24 Megginson and Netter, “From state to market”, 323.
25 Savas, Privatization: Key to better government; Brendan, In the Public Interest.
26 Dixon and Konzmin, “Public domains, organizations”; Vickers and Wright, “The politics of industrial privatization”.
27 Pirie, Privatization: Theory, practice and choice; Savas, Privatization: Key to better government.
28 Linder, “Coming to terms with”; Feigenbaum and Henig, “Political underpinnings of privatization”.
29 Pirie, Privatization: Theory, practice and choice; Savas, Privatization: Key to better government.
30 E.g. Donahue, The privatization decision; Fitzgerald, When government goes private; Redenius, “The supply-side alternative”; Block and Somers, The Power of Market Fundamentalism.
32 Palm, “Emergency management”.
Outsourcing CI as a violation of national security: the 2017 Swedish ICT scandal

Having identified the general features of interconnected and increasingly commercialised CIs, it remains to be seen how they play out in practice. To illustrate this, we examine the recent Swedish national ICT scandal. On 7 July 2017, the lull of the Swedish summer holiday season turned into a political hurricane as the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter revealed major violations of laws and security protocols at the Swedish Transport Agency (Transportstyrelsen). This case is particularly interesting for two reasons. First, it shows how outsourcing for the purpose of cost-effectiveness was explicitly prioritised over national security, which in this case had major legal, political and security implications. Second, this case is precisely about cross-sectoral interconnectedness of CI, in technology and in public-private governance. The Swedish Transport Agency has a core function in managing and coordinating highly classified information regarding several CIs, including transportation systems, roads, railroads, airports and harbours. Moreover, the agency is also responsible for the national registry of drivers licenses and the national vehicle registry, as well as the identities of secret agents within the military and the police, and some police investigative databases.

The national scandal exploded when it was revealed that, since 2015, the agency – breaking several laws as well as the agency's own rules – had outsourced the management of its top-secret databases and entire ICT system to subcontractors of IBM. This violation allowed non-vetted private employees in Serbia, Romania, Hungary and the Czech Republic, none of whom had security clearance, to access highly sensitive Swedish information. Later, it was revealed that Swedish authorities had outsourced the ICT systems not only of the transport sector, but also of large parts of the Swedish medical system, which meant that private sector employees based in Eastern Europe were given access to private and confidential information on the medical status of Swedish citizens. While it was initially stated that around 20 foreign individuals had received access to the sensitive data, it turned out later that around 80 non-vetted people in several Eastern European countries had full access to all systems. Moreover and remarkably, these non-vetted foreign private sector employees retained their illegitimate access for several months after the scandal broke. The governmental and legal investigation that followed confirmed that massive amounts of top secret information had been leaked without any knowledge of where or to whom it had been dispersed. When the scandal was exposed by Swedish media, the government quickly said it wanted to “insource” rather than “outsource” the management of ICT-connected CIs. But by then the damage had been done.
What happened?

In 2014, the Swedish Transport Agency was looking to replace its ICT system, which included storage and management of sensitive and highly classified information on core Swedish CIs. Until then, the Swedish Transport Agency’s ICT system and databases had been under the jurisdiction of the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket), a related agency with responsibility for long-term planning of the transport system for all types of traffic, as well as the building, operation and maintenance of public roads and railways, and for the administration of drivers licenses. In seeking a new ICT system, the Transport Agency decided on a competitive bid on the private market – an approach wholly in line with the New Public Management philosophy that had influenced public administrations in the West for years, not least in Sweden. Indeed, over the last two decades, Swedish governments have outsourced the provision of many public services, motivated by the belief that this is a way to increase efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

In March 2015, the Director General of the Transport Agency retired. The newly-elected Swedish government, led by Social Democratic Prime Minister Stefan Löfven, appointed Maria Ågren as the new Director General of the Transport Agency. Notably, she was appointed with the explicit task of increasing efficiency and accelerating the outsourcing of the agency’s services to private companies. Two months after Ågren became Director General, a global leader in ICT – IBM – won the bid for creating and managing the agency’s new ICT system, including all the sensitive databases and control systems for core Swedish CIs. A contract worth approximately USD 94 million was quickly signed and implementation immediately undertaken.

In the summer of 2015, security staff at the Transport Agency repeatedly expressed their concerns about how the new management was sidestepping security routines and directives – worries that were eventually communicated to the National Security Police (Säpo). In early 2016, the National Security Police initiated an investigation on how the Transport Agency was handling sensitive information, but this investigation was kept secret from the media and the public. The Transport Agency ignored the warnings, the handover to IBM continued as planned, and less than a month later the transfer of data and the outsourced systems were in place.

In January 2017, the government fired Ågren, only stating at that time that the Minister of Infrastructure Anna Johansson and Ågren had “different views on how to conduct the work”. This allegedly came as a complete surprise to board members of the agency, and the
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37 Örstadius, “Maria Ågren röjde sekretessbelagda uppgifter” [Maria Ågren revealed top secret information] and “Nya dokument från Maria Ågren” [New documents from Maria Ågren].
38 New Public Management (NPM) draws on neoliberal ideology and public choice theories, implying use of markets and competition in public administration and the provision of public services. It emphasizes performance, productivity, efficiency, outputs, commodification of services, and a treatment of citizens and civil servants as ‘customers’ and ‘clients’. Hall, “NPM in Sweden”; Eliner and Jordahl, “political preferences and public sector outsourcing”.
40 Svahn, “Säpos tillsyn avslöjade brottet” [Säpo’s review revealed the crime]; Örstadius, “Nya dokument från Maria Ågren” [New documents from Maria Ågren].
43 Svahn, Ibid.; Örstadius, “Maria Ågren nekar till brott” [Maria Ågren claims not guilty]; Brevinge, Ibid.
reason given merely pointed to general disappointment with her work, not to any specific concerns.

On Friday, 7 July 2017, the Swedish daily Dagens Nyheter suddenly revealed the true reason why the Director General had been fired and eventually fined. This was that she had put national security at risk by outsourcing secret and sensitive information and ICT control to private and foreign actors with no security clearance. This was confirmed by the public investigation that followed. Ågren later admitted that she had sidestepped security procedures during the outsourcing of Swedish ICT, but only “to avoid media exposure” (it remains unclear if she meant exposure for herself, for the government, or both), and that the government had been fully informed.44 This was breaking news as it revealed not only a national security crisis but also a major cover-up by the Swedish government.45 The whole matter quickly turned into one of the biggest political scandals the country has ever experienced, and soon caught the attention of the international media.46

The political opposition parties rallied and demanded that the responsible ministers resign, specifically the Minister of Infrastructure Johansson, Minister of the Interior Anders Ygeman, and Defence Minister Peter Hultqvist. Just prior to the vote of confidence for these ministers in Parliament, however, Prime Minister Löfven announced a reshuffling of his cabinet, excluding Johansson and Ygeman.47 The Defence Minister stayed on as he is popular among members of the political opposition, and he subsequently survived the vote of confidence.48 It was also decided that the Constitutional Committee of the Parliament would conduct a thorough enquiry into the entire affair.

**Efficiency prioritised over national security**

In this case, there is not merely a suspicion that efficiency and cost-effectiveness were prioritised over national security, it is a verified fact. Indeed, the Director General of the Swedish Transport Agency herself admitted that she had commanded the agency to speed up the outsourcing and skip the standard and time-consuming security clearance procedures. She did so by signing a document entitled “Exception from active legislation”, in which she clearly spelled out that security clearance was not needed, despite critique from her own staff as well as from the National Security Police. Reportedly, a member of the ICT security staff at the Transport Agency said during the subsequent legal investigation that “it felt pretty hopeless”, it was obvious that the agency was “doing the wrong thing”, but that “nobody seemed to care”.49

Moreover, the Swedish State Service Center (SSC), a government agency with the task of assisting other agencies in improving cost-effectiveness, and Swedish news media revealed
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44Örstadius, “Nya dokument från Maria Ågren” [New documents from Maria Ågren], “It-skandalen på Transportstyrelsen” [IT scandal at Transport Agency], and *ibid*.
45Örstadius, “Regeringskansliet lägger locket” [The government cover things up]; Brevinge, “Regeringsskrisen i juli 2017” [The government crisis in July 2017].
47”Statsminister Stefan Löfven ombildar regeringen efter misstroendeförklaringen” [Prime Minister Stefan Löfven rebuilds cabinet after the vote of confidence], *Dagens Nyheter*, 29 July 2017.
48Larsson, “Peter Hultqvists försvaret” [Peter Hultqvist’s defence].
that around 40 national public agencies had outsourced their ICT systems and services.\textsuperscript{50} In the wake of the ICT scandal, a series of critical commentaries emerged, all of them essentially condemning the lack of security culture, and general ICT incompetence in the Swedish public administration as well as in Parliament and among the political parties represented there.\textsuperscript{51}

Ågren claimed that if all rules and security routines had been followed, the transition to a new ICT system (to be run externally by IBM) would have been delayed for so long that the old system would have been obsolete before the new one was in place.\textsuperscript{52} She put the blame on the government which, she claims, pressured her not to slow down the outsourcing process. In fact, as soon as Ågren got the job, she was called to a meeting with Erik Bromander, Undersecretary of Infrastructure, who allegedly emphasized that it was “necessary” that “the projects [be] fulfilled according to plan”, i.e. the rapid outsourcing of Swedish ICT.\textsuperscript{53} Interestingly, IBM remained mute throughout the entire scandal. They forwarded all questions to the Swedish Transport Agency, and simply stated that they had fulfilled their obligations according to their contract.\textsuperscript{54}

The legal investigation revealed that in addition to violation of the Transport Agency’s own rules and routines, no less than three Swedish laws were violated: the Security Protection Law (\textit{Säkerhetsskyddslagen}), the Personal Information Law (\textit{Personuppgiftslagen}), and the Law on Publicity and Secrecy (\textit{Offentlighets- och sekretesslagen}). Accordingly, Ågren was prosecuted and found guilty of violating national security, resulting in a hefty fine but no further legal action.\textsuperscript{55}

Not only the opposition, but also the Prime Minister and other members of the Swedish cabinet reacted by strongly condemning how efficiency had been prioritised over national security. When the news broke, Prime Minister Löfven was initially silent, forwarding all questions to the Minister of Infrastructure Johansson. When Löfven finally went public, he stated that what had happened at the Transport Agency was a “disaster”. He also claimed that he had not been informed about it until January 2017, when he then took the decision to fire the Director of the Transport Agency.\textsuperscript{56} The news media revealed that both the Defence Minister and the Minister of Internal Affairs had known about the violation of security as early as 2016, but that neither of them had forwarded this information to the Prime Minister or the Minister of Infrastructure.\textsuperscript{57} In July 2017, it was also revealed that the Ministry of Justice had been informed as early as September 2015, which was just before the IBM subcontractors took over ICT management. Prime Minister Löfven replied that the Ministry of Justice is responsible for how they received and communicated information. Thus, the Prime Minister tried to allocate accountability to the Ministry of Justice. From a critical point of view, the Prime Minister cannot avoid overall accountability, both given his

\textsuperscript{50}“40-tal myndigheter har outsourcat it-drift” [Some 40 public agencies have outsourced IT services], \textit{Dagens Nyheter}, 31 July 2017; Darab, “Statens Servicecenter varnade regeringen” [National Service Center warned government].

\textsuperscript{51}E.g. Qviberg, “It-kompetensen är obefintlig” [IT competence is nonexistent]; Larsson and Qvist, “Säkerhetsexperterna Dan Larsson och Peder Qvist” [Security experts Dan Larsson and Peder Qvist]; Swedish Transport agency, \textit{Kartlägga hanteringen av vissa uppgifter} [Mapping the handling of certain information: report], 15.

\textsuperscript{52}Brevinge, “Regeringsskrisen i juli 2017” [The government crisis in July 2017].

\textsuperscript{53}Örstadius, “Nya dokument från Maria Ågren” [New documents from Maria Ågren].

\textsuperscript{54}Delin, “IBM vägrar att svara” [IBM refuses to respond].

\textsuperscript{55}Swedish Transport agency, \textit{Kartlägga hanteringen av vissa uppgifter} [Mapping the handling of certain information]; Brevinge, “Regeringsskrisen i juli 2017” [The government crisis in July 2017].

\textsuperscript{56}De la Reguera, “Stefan Löfven om Transportstyrelsens it-skandal” [Stefan Löfven on Transport Agency’s scandal].

\textsuperscript{57}Brevinge, “Regeringsskrisen i juli 2017” [The government crisis in July 2017].
power over all of his ministries and the fact that the ICT scandal involved several ministries. As noted, this clearly illustrates CII as a cross-sectoral problem.

Blame games might be unavoidable when a scandal of such proportions is revealed. Yet, they shift attention from underlying structural problems to actors. Indeed, as much as specific individuals were found to be guilty of violating laws and directives, the fragmentation of control and accountability, and the larger culture and praxis of outsourcing can arguably be implicated in this case. A look at these factors is therefore essential for understanding both this case and the security implications of contemporary CI governance more generally. As put in a critical piece, journalist Niklas Ekdal claimed that this was not a conspiracy but rather an expression of naiveté:

In the dog days of 2017 […] an intelligent octopus has been replaced by a mindless jellyfish that swims with the tide. Instead of authoritarian hush-hush in the deep state, we have a mute public administration in which no one seems to have full oversight or talk to anyone else.

Indeed, Prime Minister Löfven himself suggested that “a naiveté has probably existed for far too long concerning outsourcing” – a statement explicitly referring to the Swedish public administration in general, not only the Swedish Transport Agency. Importantly, this naiveté, expressed in terms of a weak security culture and lack of security expertise, was confirmed by the official investigation that followed.

Put more provocatively, it seems that the public administration is run more by culture and praxis than by civil servants with discretion to act and think responsibly. The Swedish IT scandal can be interpreted as a consequence of a New Public Management (NPM) culture which has shaped the Swedish public administration since the 1980s, as convincingly demonstrated by past research. This culture distrusts the efficiency of public administration, favouring private and commercialised solutions – including outsourcing of services, and management information.

Notably, the Swedish NPM culture has been adopted across party lines, and implemented by both centre-right and Social Democratic governments, as opposed to Denmark, for example, where Social Democrats have opposed market-type reforms. In this case of the outsourcing of ICT systems and other CIs, it was the Social Democratic government in power that insisted on outsourcing the systems. Yet it had also been advocated by the preceding centre-right government, which had already stated in 2011 that “it is desirable that a major part of the ICT systems of public administrations be outsourced”, and that “normally public administrations should not provide their own ICT systems”, although it also noted that “information security” had to be taken into consideration.

As shown very clearly by the Swedish ICT scandal, public services can be outsourced, but public accountability cannot. At the end of the day, public officials will be held accountable,
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58De la Reguera, “Stefan Löfven om Transportstyrelsens it-skandal” [Stefan Löfven on Transport Agency’s scandal]; “Säpoveto ska hindra nya it-skandaler” [Säpo veto will prevent new IT scandals], Dagens Nyheter, 9 September 2017.
60Ekdahl, “It-läckaget på Transportstyrelsen” [IT leak at Transport Agency].
61De la Reguera, “Stefan Löfven om Transportstyrelsens it-skandal” [Stefan Löfven on Transport Agency’s scandal]; Swedish Transport Agency, *Kartlägga hanteringen av vissa uppgifter* [Mapping the handling of certain information], 15.
62Cf. Hall, “NPM in Sweden”; Eliner and Jordahl, “Political preferences and public sector outsourcing”.
63Green-Pedersen, “New Public Management reforms”.
64Against this background, it is not surprising that not only current Social Democratic and Green Party ministers, but also members of the former centre-right cabinet have been called to hearings before the Constitutional Committee. Hoff, “KU-anmälning 2017” [Report to the Constitutional Committee 2017]; Wilhelmsson, “S-ledamoten Hans Hoff” [Social Democratic MP Hans Hoff].
even if public services have been outsourced. While outsourcing facilitates blame games among public and private actors, the Swedish ICT scandal shows that, at least in this case, accountability finally rests with public authorities and, ultimately, the democratically elected government. Interestingly, the risk of security leakages as well as accountability problems associated with outsourcing were noted in a critical public report already in 2011.\textsuperscript{65} Apparently, this was not enough to prevent the crisis. Of course, a different Director General might have handled outsourcing differently than Maria Ågren, and made sure that private employees were vetted before getting access to secret information. Yet, without the NPM culture prioritizing marketization over national security, it is likely that neither ministers nor Director Generals would have been able to do what now was done.

\textbf{From outsourcing to insourcing?}

How, then, did the government deal with the situation of the outsourced ICT systems and security leakages? Early on after the scandal was revealed, several government representatives, including the Minister of Public Administration, Ardalan Shekarabi, started talking about “insourcing what had been outsourced”. Shekarabi stated very clearly that for “particularly sensitive information and services, outsourcing is not appropriate”\textsuperscript{66} It was thus declared that the outsourcing would end, and that the ICT systems and all sensitive information would be brought back to Sweden and put under state-run management.\textsuperscript{67} It was also revealed that in practice, insourcing could not be done overnight, but would take several months.\textsuperscript{68} Since 1 October 2017, only Swedish staff with security clearance has access to the outsourced databases and secret information.\textsuperscript{69}

Thus, a reframing seems to have occurred, in which the long-running New Public Management discourse on commercialisation and effectiveness was at least temporarily rejected. More specifically, in July 2017, the government assigned the Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) to work on a model for secure ICT systems for public authorities. At the same time, earlier proposals came back on the agenda, such as establishing secure and state-run ‘server halls’ in Sweden in which all sensitive information would be stored, and setting up special government ‘cloud’ services.\textsuperscript{70} These revamped ideas also received backing from the National Security Police, the National Authority for Signals Intelligence, and the National Defence Radio Establishment, among others. Moreover, in September 2017, the government proposed that the Security Police should have the power to veto the outsourcing of security-sensitive activities and information.\textsuperscript{71}

Hence, at least at the rhetorical level, the Swedish government seems to have turned from outsourcing to insourcing. It remains to be seen whether this will be followed up in practice. As previously indicated, highly sensitive classified information remained in the hands of unveveted private sector non-nationals for months after the scandal broke, until late Fall 2017. Moreover, it is as yet unclear whether the insourcing response to the recent ICT scandal is

\textsuperscript{65}Riksrevisionen [National Audit Office], “IT inom statsförvaltningen” [IT within the state administration].
\textsuperscript{66}”Offentlig it-säkerhet ska förbättras” [Public IT Security will be improved], Dagens Nyheter, 27 July 2017.
\textsuperscript{67}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{68}Kallvinge, “Återföringen av it-driften” [The insourcing of IT services]; Anderson, “Swedish Government Scrambles”.
\textsuperscript{69}Swedish Transport Agency, \textit{Kartlägga hanteringen av vissa uppgifter} [Mapping the handling of certain information], 11.
\textsuperscript{70}Darab, “Statens Servicecenter varnade regeringen” [National Service Center warned government]; “Offentlig it-säkerhet ska förbättras” [Public IT Security will be improved], Dagens Nyheter, 27 July 2017.
\textsuperscript{71}“Säpoveto ska hindra nya it-skandaler” [Säpo veto will prevent new IT scandals], Dagens Nyheter, 9 September 2017.
a sign of a broader policy change or if this is the exception that proves the rule regarding
the dominance of outsourcing and other features of the New Public Management culture.72
Given the widespread use of outsourcing and public-private partnerships in Sweden (and
elsewhere in the West), further security violations and political scandals cannot be ruled out.
The New Public Management culture and praxis, which prioritises efficiency over national
security, may not entirely have loosened its grip on Swedish society.

Conclusion

In 2017, commenting on US President Donald Trump’s plan to rejuvenate infrastructures
in the United States via the private sector, the New York Times concluded that “handing
profit-making companies responsibility for public works can produce trouble”.73 Likewise,
another observer noted: “privatization of the utilities and the adoption of ‘Just in Time’
delivery techniques for food and fuel means there is very little ‘give’ in the system to cater
for unexpected events”.74

Whereas many might back the claim that “[r]esearch now supports the proposition that
privately owned firms are more efficient and more profitable than otherwise comparable state-
owned firms”,75 this observation is squarely concerned with profits and cost-effectiveness.
National security is clearly not part of that equation, as exemplified by this case study. In
effect, not all sectors are the same; owning and operating a taxi or chocolate company is
not the same as managing energy supply or public transport.

Further, in protecting CIIIs, attention must be given to both anticipation and resilience.
Effective anticipation, however, is increasingly difficult when critical infrastructures are both
interconnected and less controlled by central governments. With networks, webs and grids
all interconnected through joint ICT systems, cascading effects make effective anticipation
almost impossible. Resilience through redundancy is also difficult to achieve as it comes
with additional costs, which only pay off if and when a disaster occurs. When utilities and
other critical infrastructures are solely in public hands, demands for greater investment to
increase security are more easily met, although all societies must now grapple with the zero-
sum game of public allocation of limited resources. With multiple stakeholders, however,
all parties involved agree on cutting costs, but typically disagree on who should bear the
pricetag for risk reduction in CII. Cloud computing has arguably exacerbated issues of both
quantification and traceability of risk.

Moreover, when things go awry in public-private constellations, blame games will surely
follow, in which most actors believe they have a chance of escaping at least some of the
responsibility.76 On the one hand, for corporate actors, utilities that are part of CIIIs (e.g. water
and power distribution) are public goods, and therefore it is the state that should bear the
brunt of greater investment for security requirements. At the same time, however, the private
sector is adamant about sharing profits (and the public funding) that may be generated
by managing public utilities. On the other hand, privatising was and still is perceived as
a way to save resources and increase cost-effectiveness and managerial efficiency. As a

72Cf. Brege et al., “Sourcing, insourcing and two times outsourcing”.
74Hyslop, Critical information infrastructures resilience, 5.
75Megginson and Netter, “From state to market”, 380.
76Boin et al., The Politics of Crisis Management.
result, governments are reluctant to be the only party that is asked by the public to allocate necessary funds (and perhaps increase taxation for these purposes). Indeed, taking the cue from disaster recovery, Lee Miller et al. come to a conclusion that, by analogy, can substantially be applied to infrastructure development and protection: “Infrastructure upgrades that might sharply reduce [hurricane] Ike-type damages are excluded by cost-benefit analyses geared to maximize company and stockholder short-term interests.” It is the same conclusion that Ian Bartle and Marc Laperrouza reach, noting that because of liberalisation and internationalisation, particularly in Europe, CIIs are being operated well outside their original design parameters.

Many, like John Dixon and Alexander Kouzmin, have cast doubts on the logic of “less state and less taxes”, which raises serious policy questions of social resilience and governance capacities in these diverse jurisdictions. As observed by Petter Grytten Almklov and Stian Antonsen, “While the operation, maintenance and protection of critical infrastructures were traditionally seen as a public responsibility, the trend is now that this responsibility is transferred to the private sector or at least influenced by private-like modes of organizing.” More importantly, the corporatisation of CIIs, including the much lauded outsourcing, has in fact created more “responsibility gaps”.

As Adam Smith theorised, safety and security have always been at odds with economic efficiency. Societies should hence exercise great care in considering what conditions are necessary for protecting the public interest at a time when market forces exercise a lot of power.

In conclusion, in terms of security and accountability of outsourced CIIs, the “invisible hand” seems to be paralysed, while the eyes are cloudy and the ears seemingly deaf. This does not mean that the recent sudden post-crisis shift from outsourcing to insourcing will provide entirely secure systems. Coming close to achieving this is the best that can be striven for, in that it requires improved information-sharing before, during and after crises, and coordinated efforts to strengthen resilience in a reflexive and committed socio-technical fashion. Insourcing will however certainly help to clarify roles and responsibilities, something which is crucial for public accountability and, ultimately, for the safety and security of all.
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